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Reading at the beach? Pretty Seashells i-clips make the perfect way to mark your place!A starfish,

scallop, cone shell, and sand dollar are depicted against soft blue backgrounds.i-clips can be used

as secure bookmarks, magnets, paper clips, and more.They make a great little gift, too!Each set of

8 i-clips is packaged in a clear plastic sleeve that measures 2-1/2 inches wide x 7 inches high.Each

i-clip is 3/4 inch wide x 1 inch high folded.Warning: Choking hazard, small parts. Not for children

under 3 years.
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Very handy, simple to use, and stay put. My only suggestion is that the points on two sides should

be offset from each other to make them easier to open when they're not clamped on a page.

Pretty and functional. They will hold a couple of papers (I use them for temporary holding as well as

Page Markers. Bought the flip flop page holders too.

These always work great.

I love the idea of magnetic book marks as it never fallss out. I only wish one side was longer than

the other, would make it easier to use.

I never knew where to put my bookmark once I opened up the book to read it. Now I don't have to



move it at all, because it stays in place without covering any part of the page. When I finish reading,

I just move the bookmark to the new location.

i-Clip's magnetic bookmarks are awesome. They have become one of our signature gifts. We are

avid readers in our house, and the fact that my boys can toss their books around without losing their

places is very helpful. They stay put and have lasted for years. I definitely recommend them.

I love these little things. The magnets is strong enough it doesn't easily fall off but not too strong.

The back side of it has an arrow, so if you stop in the middle of a page you can point it to where you

stopped.
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